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ABSTRACT
The system describes replication management policies in distributed file system,
and shows a decentralized dynamic replication management mechanism dependent on
accessing frequency detecting named FDRM (Frequency Detecting Replication
Management). In FDRM, system nodes scan their local replicas to monitor replicas’
access pattern, and make decision independently to add, delete or migrate replicas. In
addition, the scanning interval of a replica is variable according to the accessing
frequency to that replica, which make FDRM more sensitive to the change of system
behaviors.
The proposed system consists of three sites (site 1, site 2 and site 3). This system
is implemented in a distributed manner and each site stored their own documents. There
are two types of users in this system. They are administrator and end users. Each site has
many registered users and administrator can create new user for each site. Users read or
write documents and record the number of read or write documents at the respective site
counter. After the interval of periodicity, FDRM checks the sites’ counters and decide
independently adding or deleting the replica for each site. This system is implemented
using by C# programming language with Microsoft SQL Server (MSqlServer) database.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Replication of data is an essential module of peer-to-peer systems and
distributed file systems. There are two vital inspirations for data replication:
enhancing system performance and rising data availability. Appending replicas for the
files in the distributed file system grants the system to maintain the capability of
accessing file data in cases of nodes failure and network partition, and thus improves
file reliability and availability. In addition, if a file is replicated near the site where it
is often obtained, communication costs could be decreased by reading the data near at
hand, thus the response time will be decreased and system performance will be
improved. For instance, FreeNet and Napster execute a replication strategy to produce
replicas for a file based on its well-liked, thus enhance file’s obtainable and accessing
efficiency.
Distributed file system must supply a constant view for many replicas of files,
which needs distinctive effort to maintain data consistency. With quick improvement
of system scale, and rising complication of network environment, network costs and
system expenses for data synchronization among file replicas are also improved
greatly, which may damage the system performance. Under this condition, an optimal
replication management mechanism for a large-scaled distributed file system is
required.
This thesis represents an effective distributed dynamic replica management
mechanism based on accessing frequency detecting named FDRM (Frequency
Detecting Replication Management). The purpose of FDRM is to enhance system
performance by dynamically adding or removing file replicas to optimize the message
traffic in the network. FDRM leads in a distributed manner. Every node does its own
decision independently to add, delete or move its replicas, and also balances replica
degree of a file to adjust the performance of both write and read. FDRM keeps eyes
on a replica in a periodical approach, and the length of interval of each replica is
changeable according to the access frequency during lifetime of replicas. By this
means, FDRM handles replicas of a file individually, and attains better performance
with low system overhead [16].
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1.1

Objectives of the Proposed System
The objectives of the system are as follows:


To study data replication techniques



To reduce the work load on single server



To enable different sites to work independently and combine refreshes into a
single, uniform outcome



To disperse database burden to various database servers instead of having a
single centralized computer server



1.2

To build this system as a reliable one

Overview of the Proposed System

Site 1’s Users

Distributed Databases

Site 2’s Users

Site 2 DB

Site 1 DB

Site 3 DB

Site 3’s Users

Figure 1.1 System Overview

The proposed system consists of three sites. They are site 1, site 2 and site 3.
Every site has own databases that contains own documents and registered users as
shown in Figure 1.1. This system represents replication management rules in
distributed file system, and shows a decentralized dynamic replication management
2

technique based on obtaining frequency detecting named FDRM. In FDRM, in order
to support better system performance and decrease network traffic, system nodes scan
their local replicas to detect replicas’ access pattern, and produces decision
independently to add, delete or update replicas. In addition, the detecting intervention
period of a replica is changeable according to the obtaining frequency to that replica,
which makes FDRM more sensitive to the change of system behaviors, therefore one
can get stronger performance with less system overhead.

1.3

Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized in five chapters. Chapter 1 is introduced the distributed

database replication system, objectives of the thesis, system overview and thesis
organization. Chapter 2 is presented the theoretical background of the proposed
system. Chapter 3 is presented the main idea of replication. Chapter 4 is expressed the
design and implementation of the proposed system. Chapter 5 is presented the
conclusions of this thesis, and deals with further extension for future researchers.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter explains a few important topics to provide some background
knowledge in file distribution system. Some topic is originated the field of distributed
database system. Section 2.1 and 2.2, provide an overview of the distributed system
and distributed database system. The features, factors encouraging DDBMS
(Distributed Database Management System), advantages and disadvantages are
presented in the distributed database system. Data Replication is explained in Section
2.3 and types of data replication, replication schemes, advantages and disadvantages
of data replication are also included.

2.1

Distributed System
With the ever-increasing technological extension of the world, distributed

systems are fetching more and more extensive. They are a wide and complicate field of
study in computer science. A distributed system in its uncomplicated definition is a
gathering of PCs cooperating as to appear as a single computer to the end-user. These
machines have a split state, drive concurrently and can break independently without
affecting the whole system’s uptime.
The distributed system community underline on systems that are distributed
on a network. The components of the system are distributed on divergent computing
nodes and communicate by swapping out messages. The distributed system
community is to make the system consistent by introducing some guarantees on the
message moving and ordering. This is accomplished by adding an abstract layer on
top of the definite network – in the same way the operating system puts an abstraction
layer on top of the verified hardware.
The main purpose of replication in the distributed system faction is the fault
tolerance. A system can be replicated by having multiple replicas: if one replica fails,
the work continues on other replicas.
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2.2

Distributed Database System
A distributed database is an accumulation of a few interrelated databases,

which are communicated physically crosswise over different areas that convey
through a PC arrange. Portions of the database are stored in multiple physical
locations and processing is distributed among multiple database nodes.
A centralized distributed database management system (DDBMS) integrates
data logically so it can be managed as if it were all stored in the same location. The
DDBMS synchronizes all the data periodically and ensures that data updates and
deletes performed at one location will be automatically reflected in the data stored
elsewhere.
By contrast, a centralized database consists of a single database file located at
one site using a single network [2].

2.2.1

Features of Distributed Database
When in a collection, distributed databases are logically interrelated with each

other, and they often represent a single logical database. With distributed databases,
data is physically stored across multiple sites and independently managed. The
processors on each site are connected by a network, and they don’t have any
multiprocessing configuration.
The accompanying components speak to the highlights of DDBMS:


Databases in the accumulation are consistently interconnected with one
another. Frequently they express a solitary consistent database.



Data is physically situated crosswise over numerous locales. Information in
each site can be impacted by a DBMS free of alternate destinations.



The processors in the destinations are joined by means of a system. They don't
have any multiprocessor organization.



A distributed database is certainly not a moderately associated document
framework.
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A distributed database organizes transaction processing, but it is not identical
with a transaction processing system [12].

2.2.2 Factors Encouraging Distributed Database Management System

The accompanying components drive moving over to DDBMS:


Distributed Nature of Organizational Units − Most associations in the
present occasions are isolated into a few units that are physically circulated
over the world. Every unit needs its very own arrangement of neighborhood
information. Along these lines, the general database of the association turns
out appropriated.



Need for Sharing of Data − The different authoritative units frequently need
to interconnect with one another and share their information and assets. This
requests regular databases or replicated databases that ought to be required in a
synchronized appearance [12].

2.2.3 Advantages of Distributed Databases

The advantages of distributed databases over centralized databases are:


Modular Development − If the system requires to be created to new areas or
new units, in centralized database systems, the activity needs significant
endeavors and disturbance in the current working. Be that as it may, in
distributed databases, the work basically needs including new PCs and nearby
information to the new site lastly associating them to the circulated
framework, with no interference in current activities.



Greater Reliability − If there should be an occurrence of database premature
births, the absolute arrangement of centralized databases progresses toward
becoming to a stop. Be that as it may, in distributed systems, when a
component comes up short, the working of the system goes on might be at a
diminished act. Consequently DDBMS is increasingly reliable.



Better Response − If information is circulated capably, at that point client
solicitations can be met from nearby information itself, along these lines
6

supporting quicker reaction. Then again, in centralized systems, all request
need to go through the focal PC for handling, which improves the reaction
time.


Lower Communication Cost − In distributed database systems, on the off
chance that information is found locally where it is for the most part utilized,
at that point the interfacing costs for information dealing with can be limited.
This isn't sensible in centralized systems [12].

2.2.4 Disadvantages of Distributed Databases

The adversities associated with distributed databases are:


Need for complex and expensive software − DDBMS claims complex and
regularly costly programming to help information straightforwardness and
co-appointment over the few locales.



Processing overhead − Even straightforward capacities may require a
substantial number of interchanges and extra estimations to help consistency
in information over the locales.



Data integrity − The requirement for refreshing data in various destinations
that claimed the issues of data integrity.



Overheads for improper data distribution − Responsiveness of asks is to a
great extent subordinate upon legitimate data distribution. Inappropriate data
distribution frequently begins to ease back reaction to client demands [12].

2.3

Data Replication
Data Replication is the way toward storing data in more than one site or hub. It

is valuable in expanding the accessibility of data. It is just reproducing data from a
database starting with one server then onto the next server so every one of the clients
can have similar data with no inconsonance. The outcome is a distributed database in
which clients can get data significant to their assignments without hindering with
crafted by others.
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Data replication compasses replication of exchanges on a progressing premise,
so that the duplicate is in a reliably refreshed state and synchronized with the source.
In any case, in data replication, is accessible at different areas, however a specific
connection needs to situate at just a single area.
There can be a full replication, in which the entire database is situated at each
site. There can likewise be a halfway replication, in which some much of the time
utilized segment of the database are replicated and others are not replicated [5].

2.3.1


Types of Data Replication
Transactional Replication – In Transactional replication, clients get full
introductory copies of the database and after that get refreshes as data changes.
Data is duplicated continuously from the merchant to the accepting database
(supporter) in indistinguishable request from they happen with the distributer
consequently in this sort of replication, transactional consistency is ensured.
Transactional replication is regularly treated in server-to-server situations. It
doesn't just copy the data changes, yet rather reliably and precisely duplicates
each change.



Snapshot Replication – Snapshot replication disperses data precisely as it
presents at a particular minute in time does not direct for updates to the data.
The whole depiction is created and sent to users. Snapshot replication is
commonly treated when data changes are inconsistent. It is little slower than
transactional in light of the fact that on every effort it moves a few records
from one end to the opposite end. Snapshot replication is a decent method to
make beginning synchronization between the distributer and the supporter.



Merge Replication – Data from at least two databases is converged into a
solitary database. Merge replication is the most intricate sort of replication
since it enables both distributer and supporter of freely make changes to the
database. Merge replication is normally utilized in server-to-client conditions.
It stipends changes to be sent from one distributer to various supporters [5].
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2.3.2

Replication Schemes

2.3.2.1 Full Replication

The full replication expands the availability of the system because the system

can proceed to work as long as at least one site is up. In the figure 2.1, there are three
users and one server at the system. Other distributed database gets the full replication
from the original database.

Data

User1

Original
Database

User2
Server
User3

Replica

Full
Replication

Figure 2.1 Full Replication
Advantages of full replication


Getting High Availability of Data



Improving the execution for getting of worldwide questions as the outcome
can be gotten locally from any of the neighborhood site



Supporting Faster execution of Queries

Disadvantages of full replication


Concurrency is hard to achieve in full replication.



Slow refresh process as a solitary refresh must be worked at various a few
databases to keep the replicas consistent [5].

2.3.2.2 No Replication

In No Replication, the other reality of replication incorporates having no
replication - that is, each bit is put away at just a single site. In the figure 2.2, there are
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three users and one server at the system. Other distributed database gets no replication
from the original database.

Data

User1

Original
Database

User2
Server
User3

No
Replication

Figure 2.2 No Replication
Advantages of no replication


Recovering the data effectively.



Accomplishing concurrency in no replication.

Disadvantages of no replication


Since a few clients are getting to the same server, it might back off the
calculation of queries.



The data is not actually accessible as there is no replication.

2.3.2.3 Partial Replication

In Partial Replication, in this sort of replication a few bits of the database
might be duplicated while others may not. The quantity of replicas of the part may run
from one to the all out number of destinations in the distributed system. The portrayal
of replication of segments is now and again called the replication pattern. In the figure
2.3, there are three users and one server at the system. Other distributed database gets
partial replication from the original database.
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Data

User1

Original
Database

User2
Server
Subset of Replication
User3

Replica

Partial
Replication

Figure 2.3 Partial Replication
Advantages of partial replication


The number of replicas of the segment relies on the essential of data.

Disadvantages of partial replication


When an updating is required, a database system must ensure that all replicas
are update.

2.3.3

Advantages of Data Replication
The advantages of Data Replication are as follows:



Supporting a consistent replica of data over all the database nodes



Improving the accessibility of data.



Relying of data is improved through data replication.



Providing Data Replication for different clients and gives superior.



Reducing any data redundancy, the databases are joined and slave databases
are refreshed with obsolete or fragmented data.



Creating duplicates there are chances that the data is gotten itself where the
exchange is controlling which diminish the data development.



Performing quicker computation of inquiries [5].
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2.3.4

Disadvantages of Data Replication

The disadvantages of Data Replication are as follows:


More storage room is required as putting away the copies of same data at a
few destinations expends more space.



Data Replication comes costly when the duplicates at all unique destinations
should be refreshed.



Maintaining Data consistency at each site includes complex measures [5].
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CHAPTER 3
DATABASE REPLICATION
To more readily comprehend the strategy behind Database Replication that
begins with the name "Replication" which shows the way toward sharing data to
guarantee consistency between repetitive assets, for example, software or hardware
components, to upgrade unwavering quality, adaptation to non-critical failure, or
availability. It could be information replication if similar information is kept on
various capacity gadgets, or calculation replication if a similar processing undertaking
is performed ordinarily.
The entrance to a duplicated article is normally uniform with access to a
single, non-replicated object. The replication itself ought to be evident to an outside
client. Likewise, in a disappointment system, a disappointment of replicas is covered
up however much as could reasonably be expected.
Database replication is the task of making and keeping up numerous events of
a similar database and the way toward sharing information or database configuration
changes between databases in various areas without duplicating the whole database.
In many executions of database replication, one database server keeps the duplicate of
the database and the extra database servers keep slave duplicates of the database. At
least the two duplicates of a single database persevere synchronized [12].

3.1

Goals of Database Replication
The three fundamental destinations for information replication are the

expanded accessibility, the expanded adaptation to internal failure and information
consistency.
i.

Increased Availability: It is basically used to improve the administration
execution by having numerous duplicates of information in different stores it
in like manner clears out the downtime. Right when the customer's essential
wellspring of asked for information is down or has a long hold up it can
attempt to get to information from another server.
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ii.

Data Consistency: Data consistency is another goal of eager database
replication. Two essential systems for data consistency are on a very basic
level used.


Block access to each and every different duplicates of a document while
one of them is being revived.



Copies of a document are merged after updates have happened, which is
an exceptionally complex endeavor. In the event that consistency isn't of
basic centrality it will in general be surrendered for accessibility and
execution.

iii.

Fault-Tolerance: Fault Tolerance is another goal of energized database
replication. As the information is put away at more than one site, if an
information site fails, the system can work using reproduced information and
in this manner expands the adaptation to internal failure [12].

3.2

Choosing Database Replication
Executing and keeping up replication probably won't be a straightforward

introduction. In the event that a few database servers that should be engaged with
different kinds of replication, a basic capacity can rapidly wind up complex.
Actualizing replication can likewise be agreed by the application design. In any case,
there are a few situations in which replication can be used. Database replication is all
around fitted to business arrangements that need to:


Share data among remote offices. Database replication to make replicas of
a corporate database to send to each satellite office over a wide area network
(WAN). Every area embeds information in its replica, and every single remote
copy are synchronized with the replica at corporate central command. Singular
copies can keep nearby tables that contain data excluded in alternate replicas
in the set.



Share data among dispersed users.

New data that is embedded in the

database while clients are out of the workplace can be synchronized whenever
the clients make an electronic connection with the corporate system. As a
feature of their workday occasional, clients can ring in to the system,
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synchronize the replica, and work on the most present variant of the database.
Since just the gradual changes are changed amid synchronization, the time and
cost of staying up with the latest data are limited. By utilizing partial replicas,
synchronize just depicted pieces of the information.


Make server data more accessible. On the off chance that the solution does
not require to have prompt updates to data, utilize database replication to
diminish the system load on the essential server. Presenting a second server
with its own replica of the database expands reaction time. Deciding the
timetable for synchronizing the copies, and orchestrate that calendar to fit the
changing needs of the clients. Replication needs less concentrated organization
of the database while endeavoring more prominent access to incorporated
data.



Distribute solution updates.

When duplicating the solution, consequently

duplicate the information in the tables, yet additionally the solution's articles.
In the event that changes to the structure of the database, the progressions are
changed amid the following synchronization. Don't need to dispatch total new
forms of the product.


Back up data.

At first light, database replication may create to be

fundamentally the same as duplicating a database. Be that as it may, while
replication at first impacts a total duplicate of the database, from that point it
basically synchronizes that replica's articles with the first items at ordinary
interims. This replica can be utilized to recuperate data if the first database is
fizzled. Moreover, clients at any replica can keep on getting the database amid
the whole reinforcement process.


Provide Internet or intranet replication. Developing an Internet or intranet
server to be utilized as a center for spreading changes to taking part replicas
[12].

3.3

Methods of Performing Database Replication

Database replication can be worked in no less than three distinctive
ways:

15



Snapshot replication: Data on one database server is doubtlessly recreated to
another database server, or to another database on a similar server.



Merging replication: Data from at least two databases is converged into a
solitary database.



Transactional replication: Users get total introductory replicas of the
database and after that get intermittent updates as information changes [12].

3.3.1

Snapshot Replication
Snapshot replication conveys information precisely as it happens at a

particular minute in time and does not look for updates to the information. At the
point when synchronization occurs, the whole snapshot is produced and sent to
Subscribers. Snapshot replication can be utilized without anyone else's input, yet the
preview work (which makes a duplicate of the majority of the items and information
determined by a distribution) is likewise usually used to help the underlying
arrangement of information and database objects for transactional and merge
productions.
Utilizing snapshot replication without anyone else's input is most helpful when
at least one of coming up next is valid:


Updating data rarely



Accepting replicas of data that are outdated as for the Publisher for a
timeframe



Replicating little measures of data.



Happening an extensive sum changes over a brief timeframe
Snapshot replication is most advantageous when information changes are

significant yet rare. For instance, if a business association keeps an item value list and
the costs are altogether refreshed in the meantime a few times every year, replicating
the whole snapshot of information after it has changed is suggested. Given specific
kinds of information, increasingly visit snapshots may likewise be helpful. For
instance, if a moderately little table is changed at the Publisher amid the day, however
some idleness is worthy, updates can be conveyed daily as a snapshot.
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Snapshot replication has a lower consistent upward on the Publisher than
transactional replication, in light of the fact that steady changes are not recorded. Be
that as it may, if the dataset set being duplicated is extensive, it will require significant
assets to produce and apply the snapshot. Consider the span of the whole
informational index and the recurrence of updates to the information while figuring
whether to use snapshot replication.
The figure 3.1 illustration shows the principal components of snapshot
replication. By default, all three types of replication use a snapshot to initialize
Subscribers. The SQL Server Snapshot Agent always generates the snapshot files, but
the agent that delivers the files differs depending on the type of replication being
used. Snapshot replication and transactional replication use the Distribution Agent to
deliver the files, whereas merge replication uses the SQL Server Merge Agent. The
Snapshot Agent runs at the Distributor. The Distribution Agent and Merge Agent run
at the Distributor for push subscriptions, or at Subscribers for pull subscriptions.
Snapshots can be generated and applied either immediately after the
subscription is created or according to a schedule set at the time the publication is
created. The Snapshot Agent prepares snapshot files containing the schema and data
of published tables and database objects, stores the files in the snapshot folder for the
Publisher, and records tracking information in the distribution database on the
Distributor. You specify a default snapshot folder when you configure a Distributor,
but you can specify an alternate location for a publication instead of or in addition to
the default.
In addition to the standard snapshot process described in this topic, a two-part
snapshot process is used for merge publications with parameterized filters [12].
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Figure 3.1 Snapshot Replication

3.3.2

Merge Replication
Merge replication, as transactional replication, normally starts with a snapshot

of the distribution database items and information. Consequent information changes
and mapping adjustments occurred at the Publisher and Subscribers are followed
triggers. The Subscriber synchronizes with the Publisher when conveyed to the
system and trades all lines that have refreshed between the Publisher and Subscriber
since the last time synchronization occurred.
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Merge replication is commonly connected in server-to-client conditions.
Merge replication is advantageous in any of the accompanying circumstances:


Multiple Subscribers may refresh similar information at different occasions
and proliferate those progressions to the Publisher and to different
Subscribers.



Subscribers need to get information, make refreshes disconnected, and later
synchronize refreshes with the Publisher and different Subscribers.



Each Subscriber needs an alternate segment of information.



Conflicts may happen and, when they do, you require the capacity to identify
and resolve them.



The application requires net data change rather than access to intermediate
data states. For example, if a row changes five times at a Subscriber before it
synchronizes with a Publisher, the row will change only once at the Publisher
to reflect the net data change (that is, the fifth value).
The following figure 3.2 shows the components used in merge replication.

Merge replication allows various sites to work autonomously and later merge updates
into a single, uniform result. Because updates are made at more than one node, the
same data may have been updated by the Publisher and by more than one Subscriber.
Therefore, conflicts can occur when updates are merged and merge replication
provides a number of ways to handle conflicts.
Merge replication is implemented by the SQL Server Snapshot Agent and
Merge Agent. If the publication is unfiltered or uses static filters, the Snapshot Agent
creates a single snapshot. If the publication uses parameterized filters, the Snapshot
Agent creates a snapshot for each partition of data. The Merge Agent applies the
initial snapshots to the Subscribers. It also merges incremental data changes that
occurred at the Publisher or Subscribers after the initial snapshot was created, and
detects and resolves any conflicts according to rules you configure [12].
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Figure 3.2 Merge Replication
3.3.3

Transaction Replication
Transactional replication regularly starts with a snapshot of the production

database items and information. When the underlying snapshot is taken, resulting
information changes and composition alterations made at the Publisher are generally
conveyed to the Subscriber as they occur (in close ongoing). The information
refreshes are utilized to the Subscriber in a similar request and inside
indistinguishable exchange limits from they occurred at the Publisher; subsequently,
inside a distribution, transactional consistency is ensured.
Transactional replication is ordinarily connected in server-to-server conditions
and is fitting in every one of the accompanying cases:
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Incremental updates to be engendered to Subscribers as they occur.



The application needs low dormancy between the time refreshes are made at
the Publisher and the updates touch base at the Subscriber.



The application needs access to middle information states. For instance, if a
column refreshes multiple times, transactional replication gives an application
to react to each refresh, (for example, terminating a trigger), not just the net
information refresh to the line.



The Publisher has a high volume measure of supplement, refresh, and erase
action.



The Publisher or Subscriber is a non-SQL Server database, similar to Oracle.
As a matter of course, Subscribers to transactional productions ought to be

event as perused just, in light of the fact that refreshes are not proliferated back to the
Publisher. In any case, transactional replication offers decisions that give changes at
the Subscriber.
By default, Subscribers to transactional publications should be treated as readonly, because changes are not propagated back to the Publisher. However,
transactional replication does offer options that allow updates at the Subscriber.
The figure 3.3 shows the principal components of transactional replication.
Transactional replication is implemented by the SQL Server Snapshot Agent, Log
Reader Agent, and Distribution Agent. The Snapshot Agent prepares snapshot files
containing schema and data of published tables and database objects, stores the files
in the snapshot folder, and records synchronization jobs in the distribution database
on the Distributor.
The Log Reader Agent monitors the transaction log of each database
configured for transactional replication and copies the transactions marked for
replication from the transaction log into the distribution database, which acts as a
reliable store-and-forward queue. The Distribution Agent copies the initial snapshot
files from the snapshot folder and the transactions held in the distribution database
tables to Subscribers.
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Incremental changes made at the Publisher flow to Subscribers according to
the schedule of the Distribution Agent, which can run continuously for minimal
latency, or at scheduled intervals. Because changes to the data must be made at the
Publisher (when transactional replication is used without immediate updating or
queued updating options), update conflicts are avoided. Ultimately, all Subscribers
will achieve the same values as the Publisher. If immediate updating or queued
updating options are used with transactional replication, updates can be made at the
Subscriber, and with queued updating, conflicts might occur [12].

Figure 3.3 Transactional Replication
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3.4

Distributed Dynamic Replication Management Policy
In a distributed file system, there are two necessary components for replica

management policy: replica degree and allocation of the replicas. Replica degree is
the quantity of replicas of a given file, and allocation of the replicas resolves the
nodes of the system in which replicas must be physically stored. Replica degree and
the allocation of the replicas together decide the replication scheme for a file, i.e., a
subset of the nodes in the system which hold a replica of that file.
For the most part, for a read-intensive file, a broadly distributed replication
scheme is commanded in order to increase the quantity of local reads and to decrease
the load on a center node. Then again, an update of an object is usually written to all
replicas. So, for a write-intensive file, a wide distributed scheme backs off each write,
and increases its communication cost. Consequently, for this situation, a barely
distributed replication scheme is commanded.
As per the minute at which decisions are taken, there are two important kinds
of replication management policies: static replication policy and dynamic replication
policy. A static replication policy determines the replica degree and the allocation of
the replicas at the moment when the file enters the system, and the determination will
not be changed during the lifetime of the file. The determination is normally based on
probable access patterns, and has been widely studied. The static plan performs well if
the access patterns are known previously, however this is not always possible,
particularly in a large-scaled distributed system environment. A dynamic replication
strategy takes its choice at the moment of file creation and this choice keeps changing
during the lifetime of the file. For example, both the replica degree and the allocation
of the replicas are probably going to change now and again. The difference of
replication scheme depends on the changing pattern of file accesses as well as the load
of system. By adjusting the replication degree and the allocation of the replicas,
dynamic replication scheme can decrease the network traffic, and give better system
performance [16].
Corresponding to the technique that dynamic replication policy uses to make
decision for replica scheme, dynamic strategy can be arranged into two kinds:
centralized solution and distributed solution. A centralized solution must have a
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global view on the access pattern of all the replicas of a file, and settles on its choice
dependent on the information which is gathered in a central point. The advantage of
centralized solution is simplicity. Be that as it may, a centralized solution is probably
to become a bottleneck for a large distributed file system and it is less flexible.
Rather, in a distributed solution, a node settles its decision of replica scheme
independently based on its local information of this replica, and requirements not to
know the information of replicas on other nodes. Distributed solutions have two
benefits over centralized ones. Changes of read-write pattern in a timelier way,
avoiding the delay involved in the accumulation of statistics, calculation, and their
overhead is lower because eliminating the additional messages required in centralized
cases.
The system inscribes on distributed dynamic replication policy. There are
some suspicions: FDRM works in the read-one-write-all context, which implies a file
read includes only one replica and the write update is proliferated to all replicas; the
read request is fulfilled locally or by the nearest replica; the read-write pattern during
a period is unsurprising dependent on the pattern in the promptly preceding time
period [16].

3.4.1

Rules for Replica Adding and Deleting
The system is expected that there are n replicas of a given file f in the system,

nodei (i=1, 2, …, n) signifies n nodes which store these replicas, α means the system
cost to fulfill a read request at the closest replica, and β indicates the cost for system
to update a replica. Working in a distributed way, FDRM utilizes local information of
a replica to determine replication scheme. During a time interval t, a replica of f on
nodei keeps some counters to record requests to f both locally and remotely: rin is the
quantity of local read requests, rout,j is the quantity of read requests from nodej, win is
the quantity of local write requests, wout is the quantity of update requests that nodei
receives.
By the third suspicion above, it can be recommended that the access pattern in
next interval t′ is the same as the pattern during current period. So the precondition for
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nodei to add a new replica to another nodej is that the overall expenses after adding is
less than the expenses before adding:
rout,jα + nwoutβ + (n-1)winβ > (n+1)woutβ + nwinβ

(3.1)

The precondition for nodei to delete its replica of f is that the overall expense
after deleting is less than the expenses before deleting:
nwoutβ+(n-1)winβ > rinα + (n-1)woutβ+ (n-1)winβ

(3.2)

Respectively, suggesting α ≈ β, so Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) can be clarified as

3.4.2

rout,j > wout + win

(3.3)

rin < wout

(3.4)

Interval of Periodicity
After a period of time t, a node builds its decision of adding or deleting a

replica. But as indicated above, the length of t is essential for system’s performance.
In order to explain this problem, the intervals of periodicity in FDRM are variable and
sensitive to the frequency of file access. The interval is short when access is not
frequent and the interval turns into longer when frequency of file accessing increases.
By this mean, different portions of the replication scheme may have different scan
frequencies.
It is expected that there is a succession of interval period t1, t2, …, tn for a
replica, Ai is the aggregate number of access during the period. If the current interval
of periodicity is tn, the next interval tn+1 is
tn+1 = tn

3.5

(3.5)

Implementation of FDRM
Each nodei that possesses a replica of f keeps up three counters rin , win and

wout for f. nodei also maintains a record outside_read_list of information of all outside
reading during current period, incorporating counters rout,j recording the quantity of
read requests f received from nodej. At the point when nodej reads the replica on
nodei, outside_read_list of nodei was filtered to find out whether the replica has been
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accessed before. In the event that there is a record of previous operation from nodej,
nodei increases corresponding rout,j, otherwise, nodei adds a new record to
outside_read_list, and sets rout,j to 1.
So as to change the interval of periodicity t, nodei keeps a record for the
replica of f. In this record, we have current interval length tn, previous interval length
tn−1, and the number An−1 of all access that replica had gotten during last period. At
that point, Eq. 4.5 can be used to decide the length of next interval tn+1.
There are some exceptional instances of interval of periodicity to be worried
about. In the event that there is no access during this period, then no matter how many
accesses the replica had during last period, the length of next period ought to be
stretched out to double length of current interval. On the off chance that there is no
access during the last period, then no matter how many accesses during current
period, the length of next period ought to be reduced to half length of current interval.
To avoid intervals being too short or too long, it set a lower and maximum limit for it.
MIN_PERIOD <= t <= MAX_PERIOD

(3.6)

At the end of each period of replica, nodei chooses what activity will be taken
to the replica. Finally, nodei sets next interval of periodicity for the replica of file f by
Eq. 4.6 and resets every of the counters of the replica.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1

The Proposed System
The proposed system consists of three sites. They are site 1, site 2 and site 3.

This system is implemented in a distributed database system that stored different own
documents at each database. There are two types of users in the system. They are
administrator and end users. Each site has many registered users and administrator
can create new user for sites. The end users can read or write documents from every
site. The system records the number of read/write documents at the respective site
counter. After the interval of periodicity, FDRM checks the sites’ counters and decide
independently adding and deleting new replica for each site. Figure 4.1 shows the
proposed system overview.

Site 1’s Users

Distributed Databases

Site 2’s Users

Site 2 DB

Site 1 DB

Site 3 DB

Site 3’s Users

Figure 4.1 The Proposed System Design

4.1.1 Overview Design of the Proposed System
There are two types of users in this system: admin and normal user. Admin
can create account for normal user. And admin can view all users’ data (name, owner)
and update these data. Admin can create document and load existing document for
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sites. Admin can view own document and all documents of each site. Admin can view
all users’ transaction history. Figure 4.2 describes the system flow for an
administrator.

Start

Distributed Database
Login

No

Site 1
Database

Check user

Site 2
Database

Site 3’s
Database

Validity?

Yes

View Each Site’s
Own Files and View
All Files

Create New Files
and Load Existing
Files

View
Transactions
History

View All
Users

Edit Existing Users’
Account and
Register New User
Account

End

Figure 4.2 System Flow (Administrator)

All the documents’ counters are recorded by normal users’ activities. These
activities are reading and writing documents. These activities are stored in transaction
history table. The rules for adding or deleting of documents’ replicas are determined
by using the transaction history table. Figure 4.3 shows the sequence diagram of
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reading and writing own documents. For example, Site1 user reads and writes own
documents and keeps the number of read and write counters for each document at
each document counter.

Figure 4.3 Sequence Diagram of Reading and Writing of Own Document
Figure 4.4 presents the sequence diagram of reading and writing other sites’
documents. For example, Site1 user reads and writes the documents of other sites and
records the number of read and write counters at document counters (Site 1 ACounter, Site 1 A1-Counter and Site 1 A2-Counter).`

Figure 4.4 Sequence Diagram of Reading and Writing Other Sites’ Document
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Figure 4.5 describes the sequence diagram of variant time period. At the initial
time period, users read and write the documents and record these counters. At the end
of initial time period, the system calculates for the next time period based on the
previous access count and time.

Figure 4.5 Sequence Diagram of Variant Time Period
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4.1.2 FDRM Algorithm

Algorithm

:

FDRM Algorithm

Input : The system records the number of read and write file for each site.
Output : The system decides adding or deleting the replica for each site.

1. BEGIN
Let :
2.

r in

= the number of local read requests;

3.

r out, j

= the number of read requests from nodej;

4.

w in

= the number of local write requests;

5.

wout

=the number of update requests that nodei receives;

[The system has nodei to add a new replica to another nodej]
6. Calculate for before adding replica (BA)

:

rout, j

7. Calculate for after adding replica (AA)

:

w out+ w in

8. if (BA>AA) {
9.

Allow to add new replica nodei to nodej;

10. }
11.

Denied to add new replica nodei to nodej;

12. end if
[The system has nodei to delete its replica of f (file) ]
13. Calculate for before deleting replica (BD)

:

w out

14. Calculate for after deleting replica (AD)

:

r in

15. if (AD<BD) {
16.

Allow node i to delete its replica of f;

17. }
18.

Denied node i to delete its replica of f;

19. end if
20. END

Figure 4.6 FDRM Algorithm

.
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4.1.3 Example Calculations of System
As the table 1.1, the system records time period, transaction number, every
sites’ counters and documents. Transaction 1 describes how the system records the
counters between the users read their own document. At the tran1, site 1’s user reads
site 1 own document (document A), the system records the number of read document
A ( rin,A ) at the site 1 counter. Transaction 2 describes how the system records the
counters between the users read others documents. At the tran2, site 3’s user read site
1 own document (document A), the system records the number of read document A
(rout, A) at the site 1 counter.

Let

t1 = 5 mins, rin, rout,j, win, wout = 0

Table 1.1 Site Documents and Counters (t1)
Consideration Site 1’s document A’s Replica Adding to Site 2
Calculate for before adding replica (BA)

:

r out, 2, A = 1
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r out, 2, A

Calculate for after adding replica (AA)

:

w out, A + w in, A

w out, A + w in, A = 1+1 = 2
(BA > AA)

:

(1>2) {

Accept to add replica of A to Site 2
}
Deny to add replica of A to Site 2

Consideration Site 1’s document A’s Replica Adding to Site 3
Calculate for before adding replica (BA)



r out, 3, A



w out, A + w in, A

r out, 3, A = 3
Calculate for after adding replica (AA)
w out, A + w in, A = 1+1 = 2
(BA > AA)

:

(3>2) {

Accept to add replica of A to Site 3
}
Deny to add replica of A to Site 3

Consideration Site 2’s document B’s Replica Adding to Other Sites
No Other Sites access Site 2’s Document.

Consideration Site 3’s document C’s Replica Adding to Other Sites
No Other Sites access Site 3’s Document.
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Consideration Site 3’s document D’s Replica Adding to Other Sites
No Other Sites access Site 3’s Document.
………etc………
[Calculating consideration for every sites’ documents adding replica to others sites.]
Users’ Databases updated by the determination of FDRM. The Site 3 gets the
replication of Site 1’s Document A.
For the next time interval (t2):
Let A0 = 1, t0 = 1;
t1 = 5 mins, A1 = 9 times;
t2 = t1
= 5*
= 2.78mins

Reassign the value of counters:
[ rin, rout,j , win, wout = 0]
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Table 1.2 Site Documents and Counters (t2)
Consideration for Deleting Replica (Document A) at Site 3
Calculate for before deleting replica (BD)



w out, A



r in, A

w out, A = 2
Calculate for after deleting replica (AD)
r in, A = 2
(AD<BA)

:

(2<2){

Allow nodei to delete its replica of f;
}
Deny nodei to delete its replica of f;
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4.1.4 Database Design of System
The proposed system is based on sharing document system and five tables are
created as shown in figure 4.7. The site table includes the unique id of site and site
number. The document table includes the id of document, name, physical location
path of document and the owner of this document. The user table includes the
username, password and registered site number. The replica table includes the site
number and the replica document. The transactional table stores the period of interval,
transaction time, transaction type, document and the user.

Figure 4.7 Database Design

4.2

User Interface Design of The Proposed System
The proposed system is implemented by C# programming language and

Microsoft SQL Server. There are two types of users. They are administrator and
normal end users. As the Figure 4.8, admin can enter name and password to login. If
user enters incorrect data, this system shows error message.
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Figure 4.8 Login Page for Administrator

Figure 4.9 represents the home page of administrator. In this page, user can
view the four options in the navigation bar. Admin can click the desire link to use the
proposed system. The navigation includes Document, Transaction History, User and
Exit.

Figure 4.9 Home Page for Administrator

Figure 4.10 represents the submenu of ‘Document’ menu. In this page, admin
can view all documents that exist in all sites. Admin can create and load new
documents for each sites.
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Figure 4.10 Submenu of ‘Document’ for Administrator

Figure 4.11 represents the creating new document. In this page, admin can
create new document for site. The document is saved in the site’s database server.
Load document is an existing document in computer and admin want to load this
document in sites’ database server.

Figure 4.11 Create New / Load Document For Administrator

Figure 4.12 represents all documents list of the system. In this page, admin can
view all documents and view page source. By clicking the view tab, admin can read
the details of the document and can edit this document.
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Figure 4.12 All Documents List

Figure 4.13 represents documents of each site (Site1). By clicking the view
tab, admin can read the details of the document and can edit the selected document.

Figure 4.13 Site1 Documents List
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Figure 4.14 represents transaction history for all sites. By clicking the
transaction history tab, admin can view the number of read and write of document for
each site.

Figure 4.14 Transaction History

Figure 4.15 represents the submenu of ‘User’ menu. In this page, admin can
view all the existing users and can create a new user for each site.

Figure 4.15 Submenu of ‘User’ for Administrator

Figure 4.16 represents the existing users of all sites. Administrator can edit the
existing user data that are name and site.
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Figure 4.16 Existing User List and Edit User

Figure 4.17 represents the user registration page for administrator.
Administrator can fill name, password and site of the new user.

Figure 4.17 User registration form

Figure 4.18 represents the home page of the end user. Administrator and the
end user can view this page. In this page, user can view the three options in the
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navigation bar. User can click the desire menu to use the proposed system. The
navigation includes Document, Transaction History and Exit.

Figure 4.18 Home Page for End User

Figure 4.19 represents the submenu of ‘Document’ menu. In this page, user
can view all the documents that exists in all sites and owned documents.

Figure 4.19 Submenu of ‘Document’ for End User

Figure 4.20 represents the documents of site (Site1). By clicking the view tab,
user can read the details of the document and can edit this document.
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Figure 4.20 Site1 Document List

Figure 4.21 represents all documents list of the system. In this page, user can
view all documents and view page source. By clicking the view tab, user can read the
details of the document and can edit this document.

Figure 4.21 All Documents List

Figure 4.22 shows the comparison between sites. Users want to read the
document that exists in other two severs but not in his server. The system supports the
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nearest replica document for user. Therefore, the system needs to compare reading
time between document existing servers.

Figure 4.22 Choose Nearest Site for Document

Figure 4.23 shows the write lock mechanism. If reading and writing the same
document at the same time, reading is the first priority than writing in this system.
When user reading document at one site, the others sites’ users can read and write this
document. However, user updating document at one site, the others sites’ users cannot
read or write this document.
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Figure 4.23 Write Lock Mechanism
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER EXTENSION

5.1

Conclusion
It is straightforward that Database Replication is anything but an extremely

basic task however whenever connected in the correct conditions, it tends to be a
phenomenal answer for growing better applications, for improving execution and for
better involvement for clients.
These points of interest don't occur without an expense. Information
replication clearly needs more stockpiling, and refreshing repeated information can
take more handling time than refreshing a solitary occurrence.
In a similar time, Database Replication can end up being confounded when it
increments in size and size however utilized legitimately, replication can improve
impressively your information foundation.
Customers at the site to which the information is replicated experience
upgraded execution in light of the fact that those customers can get to information
locally as opposed to associating with a remote database server over a system and
customers at all destinations experience improved accessibility of duplicated
information. In the event that the neighborhood duplicate of the replicated information
is inaccessible, customers can in any case get to the far off duplicate of the
information.
In FDRM, system node checks local replicas to detect their access pattern, and
settles decision independently to add, delete or migrate a replica. Also, the examining
interval of a replica is variable according to the accessing frequency to that replica,
which makes FDRM more sensitive to the change of system behavior.

5.2

Advantages of Using the Proposed System
Actualizing and keeping up replication probably won't be a straightforward

idea. In the event that various database servers that should be related with different
sorts of replication, a basic assignment can rapidly wind up complex. Actualizing
replication can likewise be befuddled by the application engineering. Be that as it
may, there are various systems in which replication can be used. Database replication
is well reasonable for business arrangements that need to share information among
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remote workplaces, share information among scattered clients, make server
information progressively available, disseminate arrangement refreshes and back up
information.
In a couple of words replication upgrades with accessibility and being
profoundly circulated. Consider organizations where clients are disengaged amid the
day however need to refresh orders/inventories and other data consequently after
typical working hours. Database Replication bolsters a simple arrangement when
information must be profoundly dispersed.

5.3

Further Extension
The system is developed for the document sharing application and based on

the local network. Therefore, the end users cannot access the sharing document via
the internet. The system can be extended for accessing via the computer, phone and
tablet that connecting with the internet. The system is implemented with only three
sites and the end user has to register for accessing these sites. This system can be
extended more than three sites based on popularity and the end users don’t need to
register at the site for reading/writing the documents. Everyone can access the site if
they are connecting with the internet to become the public.
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